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AGGREGATE DEMAND AN])TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES:

A MACRO-ECONOMIC MODEL OF INDUCED INNOVATIONS

by

Uri Ben-Zion and Vernon W. Ruttan*

The idea that technological progress can be regarded as an endogenous

variable which is induced by the market demand for innovation rather than

as an exogenous variable was suggested more than a decade ago by the path-

breaking works of Fellner (1961), Griliches (1957) and Schmookler (1962).

Fellner has formulated a simple model which emphasizes the “adjust-

ment mechanism which in market economics directs inventive activity into

more or less labor-saving (less or more capital saving) channels, accord-

ing to whether one or the other factors of production is getting relatively

scarce on a macro-economic level”, (Fellner, 1961).

Griliches has shown that the rate of acceptance of a technological

innovation depends in part on the profit that the potential user expects

to realize from a shift to the new technique.

Schmookler has analyzed the relationship between patents in railroads

and other economic indicators such as output, gross capital formation and

the real price of railroad shares. He concludes that “the major turning

points -inthe various series usually come close together, with patents

usually lagging behaind the economic indicators”, (Schmookler, 1962).

*We have benefited from the helpful comments of Hans P. Binswanger, James
M. Henderson, Edi Karni, T. Paul Schultz, Christopher Sims, Robert Shiner,
and from the valuable research assistance of Jim Spitzer, Yash P. Mehra
and Dan Peled. We also acknowledge the financial support of the U.S.
Agency of International Development through the Center of Economic Develop-
ment of the University of Minnesota. Needless to say, the authors are
solely responsible for any remaining errors.
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Xn this paper, we formulate a theoretical model to explain the rela-

tionship between the aggregate demand and the rate of technological change

which was observed by Schmookler.

technological change is higher in

iods of stable or falling demand.

higher profitability would induce

We show that the value of input-saving

periods of growing demand than in per-

Following Griliches, we conclude that

a higher rate

and hence would lead to a positive relationship

nological progress and the changes in aggregate

assumption which we add to the analysis is that

of technological change

between the rate of tech-

demand. One important

labor and capital are

quasi-fixed factors of production, and

therefore, not constant over time. In

their relevant marginal price is,

particular, the relevant marginal

price is higher

ing output.

In Section

in a period of expansion and lower in a period of declin-

1, we justify the view that labor and capital are quasi-

fixed factors of production. We use this approach to analyze the relation-

ship between changes in the demand for a product and the choice of the

optimal inputs by the producing firms.

In Section II, we present an aggregate model.of the economy. We relate

the gain from technological change to the fluctuation of the aggregate

demand. We use the result to analyze the demand for technological change

over the business cycle.

In Section III, we present

and then discuss the model in a

an empirical version of the test procedures

specific form.

In Section IV, we discuss the available data for the United States

for the period 1929-1969, which we have used in the empirical test. We
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then present the empirical results,

Finally, in Section V, we summarize the paper and discuss some possible

theoretical and empirical extensions of our work.

1. Quasi-Fixed Factors of Production and the Choice of Inputs by ’Firms

In a simple price theory, factors of production are classified in a

short run as fixed or variable factors.

Input which is purchased as flow, such as material, electricity, etc.,

is usually regarded as variable input. Factors of production which are

purchased as stock, such as machinery, buildings, etc., are usually regar-

ded as fixed input when the purchase of the durable factor is assumed to

be irreversible.

Arrow (1968) has shown that the irreversibilityof investment does

affect the firmts choice of the optimal path of inputs to satisfy a given

vector of output over time. This is because, in a time series context,

irreversible input is a quasi-fixed input which is variable with respect

to an increase in production and is fixed with respect to a decline in

production .

In general, a factor of production is a quasi-fixed factor when the

purchase of the durable factor is associated with an irreversible payment.

We, therefore, do not have to a:.sumethat a quasi-fixed factor of produc-

tion is necessarily a fixed factor in price theory terminology. We can

consider, for example, a case in which there is a market for used capital,

lIf the asset is depreciable, the reduction in the input is limited by the
rate of depreciation.
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and a machine is defined as a quasi-fixed

costs in the market for used machines, so

the “net” value of the machine,

factor if there

that the market

are transaction

price is below

In the special case of no depreciation, the existence of transaction

costs simply means that the purchase price of a new asset IS lower than

the price of “returned” (but

firm is facing higher prices

period of expansion than the

traction2.

Let KO be the

hand. Ford level

stock for

otherwise equivalent) assets. Therefore, a

when it increases its stock of capital in a

“relevant return” price in a period of con-

the quasi-fixed factor which the firm has on

~ the relevant cost per unit is PI,of input below K

which is the selling price of returned assets. For a level of input above

K~, the relevant price is PO which is the purchase price of a new unit.

This is shown diagrammaticallyin Figure 1.

R f
I

P,
I

J6~
~ure 1: The relevant supply curve of a quasi-fixed factor.

2Assuming that there is no change in the market purchase price of new
assets over the relevant time horizon.
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With regard to the firm’s labor input, the “transaction cost” in the

market takes the following forms:-

First, if one assumes hiring and firing costs, then there is a posi-

tive difference between the cost of hiring a new worker and the savings

obtained by the firing of a given worker,

Second, Becker (1964) suggests that part of the human capital which

can be obtained by the worker is “firm specific” and affects its marginal

product only in the specific firm or job3. The cost of obtaining this

specific human capital is sharedby the firm and the worker. The wage

rate of the individual is below the value of his marginal product in the

firm but above the value of the marginal product which he can produce in

an alternative firm. If the firm fires an employee, it loses the return

on its share in the investment in the worker’s specific human capital.

Oi (1962) developed this approach and emphasized the view that

labor input is a quasi-fixed factor of production, The work of Oi was

extended by Rosen (1968), Telser (1970) and Parsons (1972). Miller (1971)

developed a model of the firm’s demand for labor over time which took

into account the specific investment in human capital. In his model, he
.

developed an “inventory approach” to the demand for labor which “consists

of a dichotomized (peak, off-peak) system of equations that attempts to

capture the relevant differences Ln decision-making by firms during peak

and off-peak periods in the production cycle”, (page 279). The work of

Miller is, therefore, the first work which relates the choice of inputs

by firms to the fluctuations in the demand.

30n the other hand, the general human capital is useful for work performed
in all alternative firms.
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In the following analysis, we shall assume that a firm has three

inputs: labor L, Capital K and material M, which are combined in a produc-

tion function of product X.

(1) X = f(L,K,M)

The purchase price of the input and output are P:, P~, P{, and PO
x’

which are assumed for simplicity to be constant over timek. Following our

earlier discussion, we assume that labor and capital are quasi-fixed factors

of production with the selling price of P; and l?;respectively, where

pi < p; and p; < Poe
K

The analysis above suggests that firms face higher prices of .Laborand

capital when they expand their output than the prices they face during a

period of reduction in output. The marginal product of labor and capital

1
will be PL and Pi (respectively) in a period of falling demand and ~~ and

??:in a period of rising demand6. In a period of falling demand the firm

will evaluate the inputs, labor and capital, at their lower selling price,

(P;, P;) while in a period of rising demand the firm will evaluate the

quasi-fixed factors at their purchase prices, (P;, P;).

It should be noted that the recorded market prices are always the

purchase prices P;, P;, in which “~ransactions” are made. The selling

41f prices are rising in an inflationary process, this assumption implies
that all prices of inputs and output change at the same rate, so that the
“real prices” are constant.

5For simplicity, we assume that PL and PK represent a price per unit of
flow of labor and capital services.

‘This also suggests that the firm will choose different combinations of
quasi-fixed inputs and material in the different phases in the business
cycles. In particular the firm will use lower ratios of quasi-fixed fac-
tors to the variable factor in periods of rising output than in a period
of falling demand.
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prices, P; and P1~, which are the relevant prices in periods of falling

demand are not recorded or measured in the national income accounts7.

II. ~rofitability of Technical Changes and the Aggregate Demand

Economic theory suggests a direct relationship between expected

profitabilities of an investment and the level of investment. This

relationship was extended by Schmookler with regard to firm incentive

to invent; he emphasized that “the essential point is that the incen-

tive to make an invention, like the incentive to produce any other goods,

is affected by the access of expected return over expected costs”,

(Schmookler, 1962). Similar models of endogenous technical changes were

developed and tested by Lucas (1967) and Rasmussen (1973)8.

We assume that firm investment in research and development denoted

by R is expected to reduce the levels of input needed for a given output

x. The expected saving S from the investment R can be measured by the

expected reduction in cost to produce a given output, X,

of the investment.

(2) S = C(X) - C(X/R)

where C(X) is the minimum cost to I]roduceoutput X with

nology (R = O), and C(X/R) is the expected minimum cost

an improved technology to be obtained by the investment

as the result

the given tech-

to produce X with

R.

7The idea that the measured market prices and observed profits may not be
the appropriate variable from the firm’s point of view in a period of
falling demand was suggested more than a decade ago by Ruttan (1959).

8See also Binswanger (1974) for a rigorous formulation of this approach.
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The savings in
,

inputs requirements

n

cost per unit of

per unit and can

output fs achieved by a reduction ‘in”

be written:-

(3) s = X( Z AaP )
~=1 i ait ,’

where Aai is the reduction of input ai per unit of X and pait iS the relev-

ant price in which the input is evaluated.

In the particular case of three-factor inputs (1), we can write (3)

as:-

(4) s = X(Am~PMt+ Ak*pKt + AIPLt) = Xt$st

where M, K, and L are the inputs of material,capital and labor per unit of

output at the level Xt, and it is the value of saving per unit of output.

PMt$ ‘Kt and ‘Lt are the prices in period t according to which the inputs

saving is evaluated. In particular, in a period of rising demand the

relevant prices of labor and capital are the purchase prices of input

services PO
K

and PO
L

respectively, and the value of a given reduction of

inputs per unit of

(5a) S0 = AmoPM

output is given by:-

+ Ak.P°K~l.pOI~.

‘Note that in general an investment in research and development R can be
used to obtain alternative combinations of reduction in factor inputs per
unit of output. In this case, the induced innovation approach suggests
that it is optimal for the firm to choose the path of a techri~calchange
which will maximize the value of saving S. We assume that (Aai) in (3)
are already chosen, such that the value of S is maximized for a given R.
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While in a period of falling demand, the value of the saving per unit will

be evaluated using the “selling price” of quasi-fixed inputs,

Since the relevant prices of the quasi-fixed factors in periods of

rising demand (P°K, POL) are higher than the relevant prices in periods of

falling demand (PIK, plL), the value of kaving from a technological change

will be higher in a rising market than in a falling market. Also, since

the price of the variable input is assumed to be constant over the “busin-

ess cycle”, it is relatively more expensive in a falling market than in

a rising market. As a result, technological change may be biased toward
saving of

material saving in a period of falling demand and toward/quasi-fixed factors

in periods of rising demand.

Let St be the potential saving from a technological”change which is

expected as a result of the firm’s in~estment Rt in research and develop-

ment. The firm will take the investment if the rate of return is above

the firm’s cost of capital. In other words, the investment is profitable

if the present value of the expected Sav-ings@xceedsthe cost of investment.

s t+i

n
t(6) Z — >R

i=l (l+r)t t

t+i
where S is the expected savings in period t+i as a result of the

t

investment in new knowledge or technology made at period t. The expected

savings in future period t+i is estimated at period t on the basis of

information available at that period; r is the interest rate. f
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.

Assuming that the marginal productivity of investment is diminishing

(similar to Keynes’ marginal efficiency of capital), we predict a direct

relationship between the level of investment in technological progress

and the expected savingsfrom the investment. In other words, firms will

spend more on investment in technology if the expected rate 0[ return

from the investment is higher than in a

of return on the investment is lower.

The $avlngsfrom a given investment

period where the expected rate

and its rate of return will be

higher if the firm predicts that the demand for its product will increase

in future periods. The expected return of an investment in technology

will be lower if the firm predicts a falling demand.

(he common var.i.ablewhich a~tects the changes in the demand for a

partic{llarI“irm or industry i:-;tile’changes in tllcaggregate demand, or

the bus~.nesscycle :;.ituationfor the economy. A period of rising aggrega-

te demand in not necessarily a period of rising demand for each partic-

ular Ii.rm. We assume, however that the higher the rate of increase in the

aggregate demand, the higher the percentage of firms that expect and

realize increase in the demand for the’irproduct. Similarly, for a fall-

ing aggregate demand, we would expect that the higher the rate of decline,., ,

the higher would be the percent of firms and industries wllic.hface a

falling demand.

Aggregating over the iirmx, we can conclude that the larger the

cl~angein the aggregate demand, ‘thehigher is the expected return on

technological investment and the level of investment. In other worcls,
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investment in technological progress will be higher in the rising phase of

the business cycle and lower in the declining phasel”, The relationship

between aggregate investment in technological improvement and changes in

aggregate demand can be written:-

t+v’+1 t+v+?
(7) Rt = f(D~~, Dt-z, Dt-z , ... D~~)

where D~fi represents the prediction made in period (t-z) with regard to

changes in the aggregate demand in the future period t+v; z represents a

lag between the date at which the investment appropriation was made and

the date at which the actual investment takes place. v represents the

lag between the actual investment and its result in terms of expected

savingsin cost due to technological changell.

While (7) represents a simplified model of investment decision in a

technological progress, it is not written in terms of observable variables.

In particular, the expectations of firms’ managers are not directly obser-

vable. However, one can assume that managers use current and past data to

make their prediction with regard to”future changes in the aggregate demand.

1°0ur analysis was based on the assumption that market price of the output
is constant (at least in terms oi Che prices of the purchased inputs). If
the price of output rises with the business cycle, then this will strengthen
the relationship between aggregate demand and investment in technical
changes; see Barzel (1969) and especially Binswanger (1974) for a more det-
ailed discussion.

llStudies of investment behavior by firms emphasize the lag betweeen invest-

.... ment decision and the actual “realized” investment (see Jorgenson (1963)).
One wwld expect a similar lag in the realized investment in research.and
development.
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(@ D;~i = f(Et-z, Et-z_l ... Et_z-n)

where Et_z ... Et_z-n are a set of observable variables in the period

(t-z) and earlier periods which firms use to predict the future trend

of the aggregate demand.

Using (8) we can write the Rt as a function of observable vari-

ables which serve as business cycle indicators:-

(~ Rt = f(Et-z ““” Et_z-n)O

a

We assume that investments is/technologicalprogress are realized in

the future in terms of technological progress.

technologicok progress TC in a ~;ivcnperiad.as

vious expenditures on technological progress.

tJecan view the index of

a distributed Laf,.flmctionof prc-

(10) (TG )t ‘f(Rt-z, Rt-z-l ... Rt-z-j)

By substitution of (9) in (10), wc cim WI ;Lc thc:tcchniilogicalprogress as

a function of observed indicators which are regarded as proxy to the future
.

direction of aggregate demand,

(ll@G)t = ‘(Et-m~ ‘t-m+ ““” ‘t-m)

‘l’hemodel can be tested empirically by using estimates of either
a

(9) or (11). Since data on aggregate investment in/techno~ogical Pro-
.

grees is not easily available, we concentrate the empirical work on a

test of the later equation. In other words, in our empirical work, we

will test the relationship between technological changes and variables

which can be used as business cycle indicators.
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The model developed in this section related technical changes to changes

in aggregate demand through the use of the profit variable. The main

implication is that the rate of technical change is higher in periods of

rising demand than in periods of falling demand. This result,

therefore, clarifies the relationship between the “timing of innovation”

and economic factors and strengthens the view that the rate of technical

changesis an induced endogenous variable.
(1963) (1961)

The classical theory of induced innovation of Hicks,~Fellner,/Ahmad[1960)

and others has suggested that in a given time period, innovations are

biased toward input which becomes scarce and more expensive. In our

model, we see that over-time,innovations are biased towards periods of

rising aggregate demand where the primary factors are relatively scarce,

and their relevant price is higher. This comparison between technologi-

cal changeat a given point of time and the timing

ge which is in a time series context suggests that

ed as a clear extension of t]leCImSLCal theory of

a
of/technological chan-

the model can be view-

12
induced innovation .

12A similar analogy in economic analysis is a substitution between two
consumption goods x,y at a given pcint of time and the substitution of
aggregate consumption (through sa’ings) between two periods of time.



111, The Empirical Model

One important implication of the model developed in earlier

section is the direct link between changes in the aggregate demand

and technological changes, The,link is based on the profitability

or expected return of investment in technical progress. We show that

the higher the expected change in the aggregate demand, the higher

will be the expected return on investments in technical change in the

level of investment.

We conclude that the realized technical change can be viewed as

a distributed lag function of the actual (or expected) changes. In

the aggregate demand, this relationship can be written as follows:-

(12) (~) = cq + al(~) +a2(~) +..0 ‘k(~)
t t-1 t-2 t-k

‘~~) is the relative change in the level of technology (orwhere (—
t

the rate of ‘technicalprogress) in period t. ($) is the percentage
t

change in the aggregate demand in period t.

According to Equation (12), the rate of technological changes ~g

given in the form of distributed lag function of the changes in out-
.

put, The”lag distribution of length k is determined by two types of

lags:-
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(a) The lag between the changes in the aggregate demand and the invest-

ment in technical progress.

(b) The lag between the investment in research and development and the

realized technical change,

The second lag reflects the time which “elapses” between the actual in-
a

vestment in/technologicalchange and the realized technical progress.

This lag which depends on the “production process” of new technical

knowledge may be a quiet variable since a breakthrough in research can

come after a relatively short or relatively long period. For example,

the rate of technical progress and the number of patents in year t may

be either the “results” of investment made ten years ago or two years

ago.

The high variability of the lag in patents was recognized by

Schmookler (1962) and in his empirical work on patents he used a seven-

year moving average of the annual patent series. Following a similar

procedure, we assume that there is a trend in the level of technology

in the economy and that the changes in the aggregate demand affect

changes of the realized index of technologicalP~Qg~~S~ around the trend

line, Thus, we write (12) in a “level” form as follows:-

where the time period t and the level of aggregate demand D represent

the long run “trend line” while the changes in the aggregate demand

(+) represent the short run effect of deviation from the trend line.
t-k

Ln represent the natural logarithm of the variable.



In order to estimate (13),

i.calindex as well as a measure

change is usually measured as a

not explained by the changes in

(14) (~) = (y) - Wl(+)
t t

where (~) , (~) and (~) are
t t t

16 -

. the
we have to specify a measure of/technolog-

of the aggregate demand.

residual of the change in

labor and capital inputs,

Technological

output which iS

- W2(45
t

the relative changes of output, labor

input and capital input respectively. WI and Wp are the shares of labor

and capital in the total outputl?

Since (14) defines technological change as a function of changes in

output, it is inappropriate from an estimation point of view to use out-

put as a measure of the aggregate demand in (13). Also, since firms will

try to predict changes in the aggregate demandby using observable varia-

bles, we can choose exogenous variables which are used by firms to predict

the level and changes in

variables for predicting

Two variables which

changes in

changes in

associated

the aggregate

output. Those variables are regarded as proxy

the direction of the aggregate demand.

are used in the literature to explain and predict

demand are the changes in money supply and the

the level of governemnt expenditure. These two variables are

with the monetary and fiscal policy in the economyl’!

13Since we use only a two factor model, the term output in this context
refers to value added.

14See Andersen and Jordan (1968) for some discussion and test of the mone-
tary and fiscal actions.



As a monetary variable we have used the level and changes of real

money balances in the economy. The relationship between the monetary var-

iables and aggregated demand is analyzed by Friedman (1971), Sims (1972)

and others. These variables were also used in the recent work of Ben-

Zion and Ruttan (197~)15.

To analyze the effect of fiscal policy on the level and direction of

the aggregate demand we use the level and changes in the level of govern-

ment real expenditure on goods and services.

Finally, since the current level of a variable and the recent changes

in the level of the variable are not independent,we have used the lag

level of both real money balances and real government expenditures toge-

ther with the recent rate of

ical version of the model is

(15) Ln(TG)t = ao + alt +

change of these variables, The final empir-

written as follows:-

k
a21nRMPCt_k + aslnRGPCt-k + Z Ri(~)

t=o t-i
k

+ .Zyi(y)
t=o t-i

where t is the time trend variable, RMPC is the level of real money bal-

ances per capita and RGPC is the real government expenditure per capita.

(~) and (~) are the rates of change of the above variables. k is the

number of periods of lags used in the regression. Since there is no spec-

ific theoreticalvalue of k, we have used alternative values k = 1,2,3.

150ne can use the nominal money balances to explain nominal income. This
has an advantage since money balances can be regarded as exogenous (see
Sims (1972)). However, since nominal money supply affects both prices and
real output, we use real money balances to approximate the effect on real
output●
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Equation (15) uses both the levels and rates of changes in monetary and

fiscal variables as proxies for the level and changes in the aggregate demand,

while earlier wcmks (e.g. Andersen and Jordan (1968) suggest that monetary

variables may be more significant; we have not incorporated any prior infor-

mation with regard to this question.

VI.

Us.

The Data and Results

The empirical model suggested in the earlier section was tested wtth

yearly data for the period 1929-1969.

Technological changes in a period was calculated according to (14) as

the difference between actual rate of growth of real output and the explained

measure in output. Those were calculated by Christensen and Jorgenson (1972),

who used three alternative combinations of inputs:-

(i) capital stock and the number of manhours;

(ii) capital stock and labor service (corrected for quait,tyof labor);

(iii) capital services and labor servicesi6.

,,.

16 For detailed calculations of these corrected inputs, see Christensen
and Jorgenson (1972).
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The three alternative technical indices from the above alternative measures

of inputs are denoted by T~l, ~G2and ~G3 respectively.

Data on money supply iS based on Friedman and Schwartz (19~) (for the

period 1925-1968) and the survey of current business (1971)(for 1968-1969).

The population is based on the National Income and Product accounts of

the U.S. for the period 1929-1965 and in the survey of current business

(1971) for the later years. As a price index we have used the implicit

GNP deflator from Christensen and Jorgenson.

The results of the estimation of (15) which are corrected for the first

order serial correlation are given in Table 1 for the alternative dependent

17 The results show that the level and rates ofvariables, TG1, TG2, TG3.

growth of real balances have a significant positive effect on technological

change%. The variables associated with government expenditure are less

significant and only current changes in government expenditure have a signi-

ficant coefficient. The effect of the aggregate demand variables are some-

what stronger on the “raw” technological index TGl than on the corrected

index TG3.18 In summary, however, the results support the prediction of

the model with regard to the relationship between changes in aggregate

demand and technical progress.

17The results in Tables 1 and 2 were corrected for the first order serial
correlation using Cochran-Orcutt iteration procedure.

18This was expected since the “raw index” is also affected by the “rate of
utilization of input”, a rate which depends on part of the changes in
aggregate demand.
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The date on the rate of change in monetary and fiscal variables

indicate a significant correlation between the monetary and fiscal

for a given period. Therefore, we have estimated (14) using separately

and determinatively monetary variables and fiscal variables as proxies

for the changes in aggregate demand.

Using the fiscal and monetary variables separately we have also

extended the length of the lag from 3 to 7 years. The long lag is based

on our assumption of the long and variable lag between the derived demand

for invmtion and its realization in the form of technical progress.

The results of the estimation co~rected for serial correlation are

given in Tables 2 and 3. Table 2 presents the results for monetary

variables and Table 3 presents the results for fiscal variables.

The results indicate that both monetary and fiscal variables

seem to have strong influence on the rate of technical change and the

length of the lag between the changes in aggregate demand and technical

progress is quite long.
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Table 1

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDICES OF TECHNICAL CHANGE

AND MONETARY AND FISCAL VARIABLES1

Dependent
Variable TG1 TG2 TG3

,-7 (f :.

Indepen-
dent Variable

CONSTANT 0.886X10-1 . 0.882x10-1 0.862x10-1
(32.17~ (30.33) (30.66)

TIME 0.173X10-3 0.211X10-3 0.265x10-3
(14.84) (17.70) (22.07)

lnRMPCt 4 0.245x10-2 0.238x10-2 0.220X10-2
( 4.41) ( 4.11) ( 3.54)

l.nRGPCt4 0.158x10-4 0.377X10-4 0.156x10-4

2
( 0.06) (-0.148) (-0.06)

DMO 0.356x10-2 0.340X10-2 0.268x10-2
( 3.80) (3.72) ( 2.72)

DM1 0.481x10-2 O0474X10-2 0.376x10-2
( 5.12) ( 5.12) ( 3.80)

DM2 0.224x10-2 0.212X10-2 0.124x10-2
( 2.16) ( 2.13) ( 1.15)

DM3 0.340X10-2 0.333X10-2 0.124x10-2
( 2.85) ( 2.81) ( 2.06)

DGO‘3 0.285x10-3 0.29 X10-3 0.226x10-3
( 2.69) ( 2.87) ( 2,00)

DG1 0.457X10-4 0.39 X10-4 0.505X10-4
( 0.312) ( 0.27) (0.0327)

DG2 -0.881X10-5 -0.484x10-4 -0.731X10-4
( 0.05) (-0.26) (-0.38)

DG3 0.170X10-3 0.115X10-3 0.129x10-3
(0.778) ( 0.52) (0.56)

~2 ,,
0.9961 0.997 0.997

DW 1.939 2.1151 2.183

1 “t” values of coefficients are given in parenthesis,

2 DMO, .... DM3 denote ($$ ... (~)

3 DGO,
t-3

● o., DG3 denote ($)t ... ($)
t t-3
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Table 2

THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEENPRODUCTIVITYINDICES AND—
MONETARYVARIABLES

Indepen-
dent Variable

c

TIME

lnRMPCt ~

DMO

DM1

DM2

DM3

DM4

DM5

DM6

DM7

R’

S.w.

TG1

0.8878x10-1
(72.73)

O<I696X1O
-5

(38,8i)

0.2486x10-2
(14.22)

0.4748x10-2
[6.80]

O.4523X1O
-2

(6.34)

0.256SX10-2
(3.48]

0.3251x10-2
(4.57)

0.12i8x10-2
(2.1s]

0D2180X10-2
(14,01’

0,2392x;0 -2

(14..5>}

0.2523X10-2
(14.90]

0.$?959

i,, 7248

TG2

0.8769x10-1
(75.29)

oe2047xl(-)-3
(49,07)

0.2286x10-2
(13.70)

0.4484x10-2
(6.74)

004172x10-2
(6.15]

0.2323x10-2
(3.31)

0.2896x10-2
(4.28]

0.9544X10-3
(1.’779

0.1935X10-2
[13.02)

0.2156x10-2
{13.54)

0.2298x10-2
(14.22)

0.9971

1’75?9

TG~

0.8673x10-1
(100.68)

0,2599x10-3
(86.36)

0.2084x10-2
(16.92)

O.39O4X1O-2

(6.29)

0.3205x10”2
(4.64)

O.1424X1O
.2

(1,96)

0.2741x10”2
(3.91)

0.9658x10-4
[0.16)

0.2087x10-2
(13.78)

0.1983x10-2
[16.689

0.2132x10-2
[18.03)

0.9985

1.9421



\

Dependent
Variabl

%$%%iable

c

TIME

lnRGPLt ~

DGO

DG1

DG2

DG3

DG4

DG5

DG6

DG7

R2

D.W.
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Table 3

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEENPRODUCTIVITYINDICES

ANDFISCAL VARIABLES

TGI

_—

0.7677x10-1
(76.13)

0.1383x10-3
[11.12)

0.1029x10-2
(5.56)

0.4704X10-3
(3.11)

0.6617x10-3
(5.00)

0.7328x10-3
(5.09)

0.1024x10”2
(6.86]

0.9825xIO”3
[6.84)

0.9729xJ.O -3

(6.22)

0.10MO-2
(6,08)

0.1022X10-2
(5.78)

0.9900

1.4577

TG2

0,7670x10-J
(86.27)

0.1762x10-3
(16,36]

0.9521x10-3
(5.85)

0.4813x10-3
(3.43]

0.61S6XI0 -3

(5.02)

0.6651x10-3
[5.04)

0.9393X10-3
(6.899

0.9017X10-3
(7,02)

0.8771xSO”3
(6.27]

0.9163x10-3
(6.16)

0.9360x10-3
(5.98]

0.9933

1.5320

—

TG3

0.7629x10-1
(85 . 87)

0.2423x10-3
(22.55)

0.7839x10-3
(4,82)

0.3502x10*3
(2.48)

O.5162X1O .3

(4.20)

0.5114X10-3
(3.86)

0.7859x10-3
(5.75)

0.7537X10”3
(5.87)

0.7106-3
(5.08)

0.7515X10-3
(5,05)

0.7693x10-3
(4.91)

0.9957

1.4749

.
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Summary and Conclusion

The model developed in this paper emphasizes the relationship

between aggregate demand and technological change, This model for-

mally derives the relationshipbetween the aggregate demand and

investment in technical change as was suggested by Schmookler.

The empirical results for the U.S., support the implications of

the model. The lags between aggregate demand and technical changes

seems to be rather long. one implication which was not tested dimectly

is the effect of aggregate demand on the choice of input and the bias

in the technological changes.

Also, the approach that labor and capital are quasi-fixed

factors of production may yield some important implications with

regard to the firmls demand for factor of production and the firmrns

investment decision. We hope that additional research will shed

more light on these important questions,
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